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·​         ​Mathemusic​ is a game exploring the relationship between fractions and music. 
·​         ​Audience​: 5​th​-7​th​ grade students (could go younger or older, target range is students learning 
mostly about fractions in math class) 
·​         ​Art influences​: 
o​   ​Paper Mario/Yarn Yoshi 
o​   ​Stop motion animation 
o​   ​Office supplies 
·​         ​Fraction markings placed along string (they will be at the length that the fraction would be, to 
enhance visual feedback of what a fraction is) 
·​         ​Students will drag and drop an item (paperclip?) to the string at a fraction marking 
·​         ​When the string is clicked it will act as if struck. It will play the appropriate note and the portion 
of the string that was struck will vibrate. 
o​   ​The vibrations will be at different frequencies depending on the note 
o​   ​The vibration animation will be a little exaggerated to give the players a sense of how the 
frequency of a note changes depending on the length of the string 
35 
·​         ​Notes will be explained as Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Ti rather than letters, tablature, or notation 
o​   ​This is how early music is taught and is easier to understand for students without a music 
background 
Students will receive prompts and questions about the music. Here are ​examples​: 
·​         ​When you pluck the string at half the length, the frequency of the sound is doubled (multiplied 
by two). If you were to pluck the string at a sixth length, what would the frequency be multiplied by? 





















David Yale Interview 9/16 
 
[It should be noted that I didn’t have my mic recording for the 
 




Transcription begins at 4:05 
 
David Yale: I’m a PhD student at UC Santa Barbara 
 
So, what’s my experience teaching math. I would say… So I used 
 
to teach at-risk kids in San Francisco for about 5 or 6 years 
 
and I was like the math and science teacher, there were four of 
 
us at this school where we dealt with kids who had kind of 
 
dropped out or been kicked out of the system, this was kind of 
 
their last chance at getting a high school degree/GED. So I 
 
would teach those kids who had pretty much given up on academia 
 
as a route. You know, almost given up, on the edge. And at the 
 
same time I would tutor really high end math kids um, who are 
 
trying to get into colleges, mostly high school kids. I taught 
 
high school physics for about ten years, and along with that 
 
there would be every other year I would also have to pick up 
 
some remedial algebra class I would teach, usually the class 
 
none of the math teachers wanted to teach. It was like ‘oh we 
 
have too many remedial algebra kids this year – Yale will you 
 
teach this class?’ So that. And then in physics you end up 
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teaching a lot of math along with physics. You gotta teach the 
 
math to support the physics because they don’t have it yet. And 
 
um, I guess I teach my son math. And I also still tutor math, 
 
still tutor a few people in math and statistics who are trying 
 
to get a better SAT score or get into a college program or 
 
something like that. And my son is ten and I’ve just sort of 
 
like been putting math everywhere in our conversations. 
 
Everything’s a math problem. 
 
[Question about experience working in this dichotomy between 
 
very low level math students and very high level ones] 
 
Thank you, yeah, that’s a great question. Well, y’know, there’s 
 
definitely an SES element to it. So it’s really easy to 
 
attribute the um the kids that- I charged a lot of money to 
 
privately tutor. So you kind of had to have a lot of money. 
 
There was kind of a self-selection going on there so it kind of 
 
amplified the difference for me about the impact of economics 
 
and also desire. There was a sadness that I felt. Like, y’know, 
 
I didn’t have the language back then that I do now, but I really 
 
love Martin Sellegmen’s (sp?) work on learned helplessness and 
 
Carol Dweck's (sp?) work about growth mindset, and some of 
Angela 
 
Duckworth’s (sp?) work about grit, there’s all this like, 
 
educational psychology mindfulness that is really apropos in the 
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academic context, especially in math given it’s, given that it’s 
 
okay to say ‘I suck at math’ but not ‘I suck at reading’, y’know 
 
that weirdness. SO I wish I had the language when I was doing it 
 
to think about it that way. But mostly sadness, and y’know, 
 
wondering like how do you get a high school kid who’s had a good 
 
4 or 5 years of being beaten down by math failure let’s call it, 
 
how do you get them to shift and say ‘I’ll give it a serious 
 
try’ y’know, and then worse is that most – and this is my 
 
biggest pet peeve, and I don’t know all math programs, but my 
 
biggest pet peeve with math remediation is that there’s a 
 
mismatch between the age appropriateness of the presentation 
 
style and the math level that’s being presented. There’s an 
 
assumption that if you’re learning fractions you must be in 
 
fifth or sixth grade. But if you still need to learn fractions 
 
and you’re in tenth grade and the presentation for teaching you 
 
fractions is Barney on a see-saw, you’re gonna be laughing at 
 
it, it’s absurd. The kids are way more sophisticated than we 
 
even admit to ourselves as tenth graders and they need to see 
 
fractions in a context that’s exciting for them, and I don’t 
 
know what that necessarily has to be, but it certainly isn’t 
 
Barney on a see-saw that would please a – I’m being facetious, 
 
but that would please a fifth grader, do you know what I mean? 
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[Question about experience with MathSpring] 
 
Well yeah, I mean it’s been limited to conducting the 
 
experiments. We’ve done, um, 2 multi day trials in 2 different 
 
classrooms, each classroom was, I think, four different classes. 
 
So, three days of four classes, so that’s 12 and another 15 I 
 
guess. So, like, that many days of basically proctoring if you 
 
will, the experiment. And, I don’t know how much you know about 
 
it, but that was the test to see if collaboration made it, had 
 
any correlation with performance or affect. We split the class 
 
in half and half the class would be occasionally prompted to 
 
collaborate with their neighbor and the other half wouldn’t be 
 
and to see if there was some kind of analysis of that data. And 
 
so, go ahead 
 
[Question about the makeup of the students in the study] 
 
Um, I would say that they were um, somewhere in the 90s percent 
 
Hispanic, and um, lower SES. And they were seventh graders 
 
mainly seems like. And they were mixed gender. 
 
[Question about his opinion on MathSpring] 
 
Well, I love that there’s actually- I think math lends itself 
 
really well to an AI computer individual thing, I mean I think 
 
math is brilliantly suited for that. And I’m really happy that 
 
there’s an interest- that you guys have an interest in affect, 
 
does it work, what do the kids think about it, because math is 
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so often presented as completely, zero motivation at all, it’s 
 
like ‘you will do this’ not ‘why it’s important’ or ‘hey lets 
 
get you excited about doing it’ so looking at affect is 
 
extraordinarily important in math and in this context, so the 
 
fundamentals I do like about it. How the experiment is actually 
 
conducted- I dunno, I mean, not particularly, I have some ideas 
 
on improving it but um. That’s sort of um. We’ll get to that. I 
 
dunno, did you get a chance to look at the suggestions, my most 
 
recent suggestions I made on the there’s an affect team running 
 
an agenda, I typed up a page of suggestions. 
 
Ivon Arroyo: She didn’t actually, I think that you can summarize 
 
those. Yes, I mean I guess I was hesitating because a lot of it 
 
has to do with the experiments themselves. And improving part of 
 




D: I’ll have to refresh my memory. 
 
I: I can give them to her later, right 
 
D: We can do both, I mean I’m sure I’ll miss something or I’ll 
 
add something but I’m available, Rachel, and if you need 
 
something clarified I’m happy to make it better. I think it’s 
 
really important. Thank you 
 
Yeah so um, I think all kids are different, and I think some 
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kids are like, really happy to have a chance to work 
 
independently on the software program, so that’s probably, 
 
y’know, whatever, ten percent of the kids are gonna really be 
 
happy to have it. 80 percent of the kids are gonna be like ‘yeah 
 
whatever the plan I’ll go along with it’ so they don’t care if 
 
it’s whole class, individual with computer, whatever. And then 
 
ten percent is like ‘I hate this, I hate working on the computer 
 
with math, I don’t like it, I feel isolated, alienated’ or 
 
whatever their subjective experience is. SO I think that it’s 
 
important to acknowledge that and even like ask for that, and 
 
wonder if, as an experimental protocol, what do you do with 
 
those kids that really just don’t like that format? Do you force 
 
them to do the math online? Or do you give them something else 
 
to do and are like ‘Fine, we get it’? I’m not really sure I have 
 
an answer for that but what I did notice was that there were 
 
kids who were just being tormented by doing this, and we’re 
 
sitting there being like ‘stay focused because you’re disturbing 
 
your neighbors which is throwing off the experiment’ and then, 
 
you don’t want to get punitive and be like ‘okay put your face 
 
down in your lap for the next hour’ you don’t wanna go there. I 
 
think it’s something to think of as like, both as an 
 
experimental input as well as, humanity or dignity or something, 
 
what do you do with those kids. It might only be one per class, 
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but it seemed like it was like one or two per class that was 
 
just like just not happy with it. But at the same time there was 
 
one or two that were like ‘oh thank god, freedom’ y’know 
 
‘finally I get something that gives me what I wanna be doing’ so 
 
it’s not like it’s intrinsically wrong it’s just that all these 
 
kids are so different. 
 
Yes. Yeah, I mean all of those behaviors were exhibited. I 
 
couldn’t really know what their math skill was relative to the 
 
students. It’s also hard to tell, was it that day? Did they have 
 
a bad experience right beforehand? Or is that who they are 
 
always with computers, or is it cause they’re sitting next to 
 
Jon or because they’re not sitting next to Jon or whatever, it’s 
 
so hard to tell, mostly it was like any chance they got to have 
 
a problem with it and needing to raise their hand or needing to 
 
go to the bathroom or needing to plugin their computer or 
 
needing to change seats they just weren’t like into it. And I 
 
would say that they didn’t do the click through thing, that was 
 
another kind of kid, the kid who just hated it was basically 
 
doing everything they could not to look at it even it seemed 
 
like. Turning and talking to their neighbor or the teacher or 
 
moving around, versus the kid who just didn’t want any attention 
 
it seems like and would just like ‘I dunno what I’m doing’ click 
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through, and maybe they wanted to see if they clicked through 
 
what would happen to their growth tree or pepper bush or 
 
whatever it was called. I think they were like gaming the system 
 
or just trying to see how the system responded to their input, 
 
not about math per se. 
 
Okay, so.. Y’know I didn’t sit and watch an individual student 
 
for any prolonged period of time, most of the time I was 
 
troubleshooting, so I’d go from one side of the room to the 
 
other. So with that caveat. What I noticed with the ELL students 
 
was that they couldn’t understand my instructions or the 
 
teacher’s instructions and when I noticed that there was a 
 
student that was getting help from a neighbor then I would like 
 
basically positive reinforce that neighbor for helping out like 
 
‘wow that’s very cool for helping out’ cause they were basically 
 
translating right. And then showing them how to comply with the 
 
instructions we were giving about getting into the program and. 
 
So they were just like slow and behind where the group was at, 
 
which is totally understandable. And I think. 
 
I: From the beginning, logging in was that an issue? 
 
D: Oh yeah, yeah because they didn’t’ even know they were just 
 
like. They were a step behind everything and so there was this 
 
lag and the lag would cause a bigger lag in doing things. So 
 
what usually ended up happening- it seemed to me, this is 
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anecdotal , it seemed to me like they would just sort of wait 
 
until the dust was settled around them and then somebody would 
 
help them do everything at once rather than step by step. 
 
That’s just on the login part. Once the test started, I mean I 
 
felt so bad for everybody involved because the kid who was 
 
translating was gonna be distracted so their performance is 
 
gonna go down, and the ELL kid who’s getting translation, well 
 
they either get it in which case they’re grateful and they’re 
 
gonna continue to work, or they didn’t get the translation so 
 
what are they gonna do, sit there and look at this screen that’s 
 
speaking in English which they can’t understand, with words in 
 
English that they don’t understand. I think, I think also, maybe 
 
this is revealing my racism or whatever, but there’s also what 
 
I’ve noticed is that most of the ELL kids are, well we call them 
 
‘first generation’ and so usually they were born and raised out 
 
of the country and they just got here within the last couple 
 
years, which is why their language skills are low, and they’re- 
 
they don’t really ask for help. They’re surprised to be in 
 
school I think, especially at that grade level, based on my 
 
conversations with former students, former Mexican or Latino 
 
students, that you don’t really go to school in seventh grade if 
 
you’re poor, and most of the immigrants are poor. 
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I: One question- why do you say that they don’t ask for help? 
 
D: Yeah, like they just kind of sit there, it’s like they don’t 
 
wanna rock the boat, they don’t wanna be a problem, so they 
 
don’t ask for help they just sit there and let everything happen 
 




Oh yeah, definitely. 
 
I just wanna be really clear, I’m not talking about all ELL 
 
students, because that’s a label that gets attached based on 
 
language test performance, I’m talking about first generation 
 
students. I think that their emotional experience is um shame 
 
and embarrassment, and probably a little bit of ah, fear, 
 
y’know. I would say mostly shame, like, they’re probably already 
 
teased for being ‘fresh off the boat’ or whatever the sort of 
 
cut down is, because there’s definitely a cultural shift between 
 
first and second generation immigrants, and there’s a like a 
 
pecking order. And it seems to me, like this is sort of a gross 
 
over generalization, but it seems to be like this sort of 
 
hierarchy of like coolness or something, especially in kids, I 
 
mean I can’t. I mean even when everybody’s homogenous there’s 
 
this cruel pecking order that seems to be established. And then 
 
they have this other layer on top of it, y’know, which is like, 
 
not knowing how things work, not knowing how school works, not 
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having the right clothes, and their parents not even realizing 
 
what the right clothes are and there’s so many layers I think to 
 
what’s going on for these first generation students, it’s um. I 
 
think it’s just one of the most beautiful things is to see one 
 
for these guys succeed because the odds are so stacked against 
 




Yeah, I um, I speak to them in the worst possible broken Spanish 
 
I can muster, and um, let them see me be vulnerable, and trying 
 
to speak Spanish and that somehow gives them permission to 
 
speaking whatever limited English they have. I think showing 
 
them caring and basically being proactive, and not just like 
 
expecting them to follow along because I said the instructions 
 
but to go along and reach out and say ‘how’s it going for you’ 
 
and maybe, oftentimes there’ll be somebody who can help 
 
translate, and trying to sit them next to other kids who they 
 
seem to be comfortable having that translation experience or 
 
relationship with, trying to find little ways like that to make 
 
it more possible for them to get up to speed. But showing care, 
 




I: Can you give an example I wonder? Like, pretend you have a 
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D: Uh, on the MathSpring or in my remedial math class? 
 
I: Say on the MathSpring 
 
D: Well, I would, first I would empathize, they’re totally stuck 
 
and I’d say uh, in the best Spanish I could muster, I would say 
 
I understand it’s difficult because I can’t’ imagine what it 
 
would be like to take a test in Spanish. It’s amazing that 
 
you’re even getting this far, that’s pretty cool. 
 
I think it’s a tall order because then you’re asking MathSpring 
 
to be something for everybody, and that’s a lot to ask, to be 
 
something for everybody. But if you wanted to make it better for 
 
ELL students, well I think certainly having a Spanish version 
 
would be, at a minimum. Just that alone would sort of like level 
 
the playing field for the ELL students, and I think if you 
 
really wanted to go for it, you would have it be in sort of 
 
Spanglish version where like the question that gets said once in 
 
Spanish and then once in Spanglish and then once in English or, 
 
just sort of like give it to them how they know it, how they can 
 
figure it out, and then show it to them how it would be if they 
 
weren’t ell so they could actually get stronger in their English 
 
as they go along. 
 
Well, so yeah, the look and feel of the interface, I think needs 
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to be um, y’know, like really thought through for age- 
 
appropriate. And I almost wish that um, that there was some 
 
agency that kids could have in choosing the look and feel, like 
 
almost like a skin if you know what I mean. If the kid loves 
 
soccer, then the whole thing they would choose the soccer skin, 
 
and their experience would have a soccer theme for everything. 
 
Or if they like pokemon still, okay fine, pokemon skin, or if 
 
they like music then music we do. Like, there could be like, 
 
that’s that age-appropriate spread in interest-appropriateness. 
 




D: I would say everything, cause I can ask the same math 
 
question in the context of how to make shoes, how to play 
 
soccer, or how to go to the moon, I can get the same math 
 
question, math concept learned, right? So why not just do it 
 
with everything? Cause if I’m interested in soccer, then I’ll 
 
pay more attention to the question if it’s about soccer than I 
 
will if it’s about how many tables there are in a restaurant. I 
 
think, that’s how I have always reached my students, and how 
 
I’ve always tutored, I always say ‘what interests you?’ and then 
 
our entire math experience and our entire physics experience is 
 
about that topic, that’s what we look at because the math is in 
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every topic, so why not make it. Why not tailor the question for 
 
their interest? Then it matters. 
 
I: So, one question, I know that you also have kids that are 
 
about that age, and so if you think of seventh grade, eighth 
 
grade or even sixth grade, how would those interests change? Is 
 
there something general that 
 
D: Well, obviously you can’t do everything 
 
I: Of course not. So you mentioned pokemon and soccer are those 
 
very popular themes? Are there other themes or interests that 
 
students might have that you know of? 
 
D: Absolutely, I mean … if this were my baby and I was gonna go 
 
do this, what I would do is I would just go survey teachers and 
 
ask them ‘hey, what are’- I wanna have like five skins for 
 
MathSpring for the kids to choose from, or ten skins or however 
 
many you feel like is not- I mean obviously adding a skin on is 
 
a lot of work so you don’t wanna kill yourself with work by 
 
adding too many skins but whatever you feel like you could do,, 
 
four skins, ask the teachers just like poll them ‘what are your 
 
kids interested in?’ and then tabulate it and find the top four 
 
interests that are kind of gender diverse and say ‘okay we have 
 
these two interests are kind of girl interests and these are 
 
kind of boy interests’ and then when the kids start the program 
 
it’s like ‘you get to choose a skin’ and then every so often, 
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every so many right answers you get to change the skin, but not 
 
whenever you want, just at certain moments, otherwise they just 
 
play with skin changing all the time. But I think you gotta give 
 
kids agency, you gotta make it interesting, but you can’t let 
 
them screw around the whole time so there’s a balance of like 
 
how to achieve that, so. I’m just making up soccer cause if 
 
we’re talking about latin culture, latin boys, soccer’s the 
 
thing, right. You could add in cars, and for the girls um I 
 
don’t really know but it might be, I don’t wanna be like gender 
 
stereotyping too much, I don’t really know what the girls would 
 
be interested in, but there must be something that’s’ pretty 
 
common. I know that in latin culture, if you wanna focus on 
 
that, I know that the quinceanera is really important to them, 
 




I: Parties, dresses, that sort of thing 
 
D: Parties, yeah I guess, but not Barbie style but like, rihanna 
 
or whoever the hot- you know what I mean? It’s gotta be- if I 
 
put myself in the shoes of a seventh grade girl especially, like 
 
they wanna be 15 and cool and pretty, right? So they’re always 
 
trying to be older, and we’re trying to always keep them down 
 




t forever!’ so there’s like that tension. Do you know what I 
 
mean or am I crazy? 
 
I: Yeah, I understand 
 
D: So anyway, yeah I would survey teachers and ask them. Cause 
 




I: Do you still have a relationship with Beth Lindley (sp?)? I’m 
 
wondering if some of the teachers that we’ve – we would just 
 
email them or something like that and ask them. 
 
D: Yeah, I mean I think so, I think that would be a really 
 
effective. I could definitely do that. I think a phone call 
 
would be good too, if you created a survey, once you’ve got a 
 
few ideas. The easier the better, because teachers are swamped, 
 
so the easier you make it on the teacher the better. 
 
I: Yes, keep going 
 
D: Um, well, one of the… there’s two stakeholders that are 
 
really key, one is the student learner and the other is the 
 
teacher. So, a tool- feedback is amazing, feedback that’s like 
 
intuitively obvious or available for both the student and for 
 
the teacher, and they want different kinds of feedback. The 
 
feedback the student gets is ‘hey y’know we noticed that you 
 
spent’ and I dunno that this is the answer but just as an 
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example ‘we noticed that you spent two minutes on that problem 
 
before you answered it, and you answered it with this answer 
 
choice, which wasn’t wrong, and then you answered it with this 
 
one which, y’know, is really good, maybe you thought about the 
 
math problem this way’ or maybe like ‘that’s the fifth problem 
 
in a row that you’ve answered correctly on the second choice 
 
wondering what approach you’re taking to answering would be 
 
better for you’ I mean I’m not-I’m just sort of fishing out 
 
like, that sort of feedback for a student might be really 
 




I: So you’re talking about awareness about what has been going 
 
on, so you’re suggesting that maybe students don’t reflect or 
 
realize what they have just done… 
 
D: Yeah, I mean I’m trying to think of- I know that like, if I 
 
wanna get good at something I’m gonna get a coach, and 
 
MathSpring is kinda like a coach, and what I want a coach to 
 
tell me is where I’m doing good and where I need to work harder 
 
because I can’t tell because of my subjective experience, I need 
 
an objective- I need another pair of eyes, and that’s what 
 
MathSpring can be for them, it can be like ‘hey, this is what 
 
I’m noticing, this seems to be where you’re good and this seems 
 
to be where you need improvement, here’s a couple tips, maybe 
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take your time maybe ask yourself these two questions: am I 
 
hurrying it or am I missing data or whatever, or am I not asking 
 
for a hint’ there’s all kinds of data that we can show the kids 
 
is happening in that moment. That’s just a thought. And then, 
 
for the teacher, um, I think… really easy to understand feedback 
 
on how the students are performing. And, I’ve said this to you 
 
before Ivon, and I’ve tried to understand it better, but I have 
 
a hard time reading the feedback in its current incarnation. 
 
Some thinking about the feedback, cause I think if you want 
 
teachers to really use this- if you want this to be something 
 
that teachers could, y’know, would wanna use in their 
 
classrooms, giving the teachers access to what’s going on would 
 
be fabulous and being able to assign two problems to take home 
 
at night and knowing if the kids did them or not would be 
 
amazing. But that’s always the challenge. 
 
I: Can you tell us more about that, what kind of-yeah I mean 
 
very very simple, something that wouldn’t take a lot of time 
 




D: Yeah, happy to, which part, I said two different things, one 
 
was homework and one was teacher reports 
 
I: Teacher reports 
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D: Okay, so maybe how many of the kids in the class have, what’s 
 
the distribution of kids that have shown adequate progress on 
 
–or whatever the language is- on this topic, y’know adding 
 
fractions with the same base, and you could just have it be 
 
simple it would just be like 85% of the kids are above standard 
 
on that okay cool. So we’re solid on those topics, and so you 
 
could quickly see where the program thinks that the class needs 
 
more work, and if you drill down then you can see which of the 
 
kids, what 15% aren’t doing good on adding fractions of the same 
 
base and then you could easily assign those 15% of the kids 
 
remediation on that topic, so that they would have that homework 
 
tonight, so it would be like you could quickly note-notice where 
 
the holes are, cause the holes are gonna be all over the place 
 
right, so you could quickly notice where the holes are and then 
 
give individualized remediation for your kids and the program is 
 
keeping track of that for the teacher. So the teacher doesn’t 
 
have to worry- it lightens the load on the teacher to keep track 
 
of 30 kids each with a slightly different remediation that they 
 
have. Does that make sense? 
 




D: Yeah no problem 
 





D: Yeah I would invite you to go, yeah but I will tell you this- 
 
it’s very confusing for us 
 
D: Yeah y’know I think the biggest, the overriding mantra that I 
 
hope everybody really embraces is that, like, it’s hard for the 
 
kids to sit down and do the math, they’re so sweet and they’re 
 
so nice and so helping us to do this but, they need motivation 
 
to do it and it can’t be like the teacher just dictating ‘this 
 
is what we’re doing you’re gonna be learning math’ there has to 
 
be some hook in the program, either in the MathSpring program or 
 
in the teachers classroom, there has to be some kind of hook, 
 
and if you could figure out a way to make just doing the 
 
MathSpring more interesting as compelling as a video game or a 
 
music video, if you could try to achieve the compelling like 
 
‘yeah I wanna be doing this’ if we could achieve that if we 
 
could look to that then all the other stuff would melt in 
 
difficulty y’know, it would just be gone because kids would be 
 
trying to do it. I think really looking and listening to what- 
 
not pandering-not making it a video game not pandering to the 
 
lowest denominator but like really honoring that yeah they’re 
 
sophisticated creatures that live in our society and they wanna 
 
be- they have iphones and they’re not sheltered and hidden away, 
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so we gotta motivate them, so whatever we can do to make that 
 




[Thanking him and wrapping up] 
 
I: Thank you, it was awesome David 
 
D: Thanks guys 
 
I: I’m so glad we sat down to just listen to you 
 
D: Yeah, and I think there’s some really interesting stuff in 
 
educational psychology- there’s so much- as a parent I’m always 
 
reading this stuff, and I think it’s so appropriate to what you 
 
guys are working on with this software, it’s so interesting how 
 
we can use these findings to help kids achieve their potential, 
 
so I really encourage thinking along-looking to psychology as 
 
ways we could weave that into what we’re up to. Okay thanks so 
 
much for caring guys! 
 
[Goodbyes and hanging up] 
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Appendix 4: Proposed Study: Observing Affect in Response to Emotionally Triggered Break 
Activities 
To determine whether or not these breaks alleviate negative emotions, a study will be 
performed. This study will be run similarly to Study 3, but not simultaneously. It will be run after the 
conclusion of Study 3 in different classrooms, and will still have the affective response system active. 
Students will use MathSpring as normal, and when they report certain negative emotions (ie. 
boredom or frustration), they will receive an option to do a math activity. These activities will vary 
and could be digital or physical, depending on classroom resources. Their affect will be recorded as 
normal in the MathSpring software. There will be a control group of students who receive the timed 
break activity prompts, rather than the emotionally-triggered ones. The students who receive the 
timed activity prompts and those who receive the emotionally-triggered ones will be randomly 
selected, 50% of the students will receive timed prompts and 50% will receive emotional prompts. 
The outcomes of this will be recorded and analyzed the same way as in Study 3 (see Section 
3.3). The expected outcomes are that the emotionally-triggered break prompts will have a larger 
effect on a student’s emotions than the timed break prompts. 
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Appendix 5: Proposed Study: Observing Difference in Effect of Digital vs. Physical Break 
Activities 
This study will determine whether or not there is a significant affective difference between 
students who have break activities on the computer and students who have physical break activities. 
A physical break activity is just a break activity not done on a computer. This study will be run after 
the conclusion of Study 4. It will maintain the affective response system. Students will use 
MathSpring as normal, and after a certain amount of time, but in-between problems, will receive an 
option to do a math activity. Half of the students will receive prompts for physical math activities 
and half digital. Their affect will be recorded as normal in the MathSpring software. The students 
who receive the physical activity prompts and those who receive digital activity prompts will be 
randomly selected, 50% of the students will receive physical prompts and 50% will receive digital 
prompts. 
The outcomes of this will be recorded and analyzed the same way as in Study 3 (see Section 
3.3). The expected outcomes are that the physical activities will have a larger positive effect on a 
student’s emotions than the digital activities. 
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Appendix 6: Survey for Study (Section 3.3) 
In English 
 
Do you like your math class? 
Do you prefer interesting math topics even if they are more difficult? 
When solving math problems, do you often give up before solving them? 
Does solving math problems make you feel frustrated? 
Do you get anxious while solving math problems? 
When you work on homework, do you do it all at once or do you take breaks? 
Do you think that you learned a lot using MathSpring? 
Did you enjoy using MathSpring? 
(Open answer) What would you like to see more of in MathSpring? 
(Open answer) What would you like to see less of in MathSpring? 
 
En Español 
 
Te gusta la clase de matemáticas? 
Te gusta temas de matemáticas más interesantes, aunque son más difíciles también? 
Cuando resuelves los problemas de matemáticas, dejas de la problema frecuentemente? 
Te frustra los problemas de matemáticas? 
Te sientes ansioso cuando resuelves los problemas de matemáticas? 
Cuando haces la tarea, haces todo en un tiempo continuo o tomas unos descansos? 
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Piensas que aprendiste mucho por usando MathSpring? 
Disfrutaste usar MathSpring? 
(respuesta en párrafo) Qué querías ver más en MathSpring? 
(respuesta en párrafo) Qué querías ver menos en MathSpring? 
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